Brady has partnered with Code® Corp, a technology leader in image-based barcode systems, in order to offer several different barcode scanner solutions to meet your data collection and tracking needs. All of the scanners can decode both 1D (linear) and 2D (data matrix) barcodes, allowing flexibility in label design. A variety of barcode scanner accessories are also available, including battery chargers, long life battery handles and more.

**Code Reader™ 900FD**
- High speed, omnidirectional imaging of 1D barcode symbologies
- Can upgrade to read stacked barcodes and 2D barcodes with the purchase of a license key
- Manual or automatic triggering

**Code Reader™ 1400**
- High speed, omnidirectional reading of 1D and 2D barcodes
- Dual field optics, high density and wide field
- Glare reduction technology for reading codes on shiny surfaces
- Manual or automatic triggering
- Data editing and parsing with JavaScript
- Disinfectant-ready housing

**Code Reader™ 2600**
- High speed, omnidirectional reading of 1D and 2D barcodes
- Patented dual field optics, high density and wide field
- Unequaled performance on rounded, curved and shiny surfaces
- Multiple programmable buttons for customized work flow processes
- Data management capability with JavaScript
- Disinfectant-ready housing

**Code Reader™ 3600**
- High speed, omnidirectional imaging of 1D, 2D and Postal barcode symbologies
- LCD display with user feedback
- Multiple programmable buttons for customized work flow processes
- CortexRM™ Remote Management ready
- Data management capability with JavaScript
- Disinfectant-ready housing

**Laboratory Tracking Services**
Brady’s LabNAV Laboratory Tracking Services is a cost-effective way to improve productivity and reduce errors in your lab by automating your specimen identification and tracking. LabNAV also offers solutions for tracking lab consumables, label duplication and managing calibration and preventative maintenance scheduling for laboratory equipment.

For more information on how barcode scanners or LabNAV Services can help your lab, contact our Lab Specialists at 1-800-356-9951 or visit BradyID.com/lab.